Hilderstone College
English Studies Centre
hilderstone.ac.uk
Consent to study and travel for students under the age of 18
Important
This form must be completed by the student’s parent or legal guardian, with one copy returned to Hilderstone College
before arrival and one copy to be given to the student to keep while travelling.

To whom it may concern
I give my consent for the student to travel to and live in the UK independently, as specified on page 2 of this form:
Name of student:
His / her date of birth (dd/mm/yy):
Students mobile phone number:
Travelling to (country):

England

Travelling from (country):
Course start date:
Expected course end date:
Address of institution:
College telephone number:

Hilderstone College, Broadstairs, Kent CT10 2JW, England
0044 (0)1843 869171

(Emergencies: 0044 (0)7767 367789)

Name of parent / guardian:
Address of parent / guardian:
Relationship to student:
Telephone in case of emergency:
Name and telephone number of an English speaker in case I
cannot be contacted, or am not an English speaker:
Please provide details of any medical condition the student is
being prescribed medicine for:
By signing below I agree to the following:
 I understand Hilderstone College is an adult College and all students are expected to maintain a mature attitude in
the classroom (where adult topics such as relationships, work, and politics may be included), on social activities
and when with their homestay family.
 Emergency medical treatment will be given on the advice of qualified medical practitioners, in the best interests of the child.
 The student can be given over the counter medicines e.g. paracetamol, throat lozenges.
 Unless the College is notified in advance, photographs of the student may be used in publicity materials or on social media for
the purpose of advertising the College.
Signature of parent / guardian:

Date:

Hilderstone College requirements for students under the age of 18
Students will be expected to:
• Attend the Welfare Briefing on their first day, and a follow-up welfare meeting for under18s in their first week. (Please note: students under the age of 18 who are part of a group
with group leader(s) do not receive the follow-up briefing).
• Maintain a mature attitude in classes, during social activities and at the homestay family.
• Attend all classes.
• Give an approximate time that they will be home for their evening meal, and inform their
homestay family if they will be late.
• Return to homestay by 23.00. An earlier time may be specified by the student’s parent,
guardian, group leader or homestay family.
• Ask the Accommodation and Welfare Officer if they have any queries or concerns about
cultural differences in the UK.
• Tell their homestay or the Accommodation and Welfare Officer if they are feeling unwell,
and report any absences.
• Inform the Accommodation and Welfare Officer if they are concerned about any issue such
as bullying and harassment, including online, or any issue relating to alcohol, drugs or
relationships.
• Inform the Accommodation and Welfare Officer of their travel plans for their return
journey.

Please note:
The College must receive additional written permission from the student’s parent or guardian to:
• Stay overnight with friends, or independently.
• Arrange a holiday, daytrip or weekend trip with friends, or independently.
• Take part in high risk activities e.g. climbing, sailing, skiing.
• Stay in accommodation arranged privately by the student.
Should you have any requests or questions please put these in writing to Louise Cambray, the
Accommodation and Welfare Officer at: louisec@hilderstone.ac.uk
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